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Compulocks Rise Tablet Stand With Cable Management

Brand : Compulocks Product code: TCDP01

Product name : Rise Tablet Stand With Cable
Management

Rise Tablet Stand With Cable Management

Compulocks Rise Tablet Stand With Cable Management:

The Rise Stand Kiosk - VESA Mount Stand with Cable Management

Our Rise Pole Mount has a 100mm x 100mm VESA mounting plate to connect any of our enclosures or
other compatible items.

Rise Stand Kiosk is a premium security display with adjustable screen angles and full cable
management. Ideal for use as a retail display kiosk or information stand specifically in high volume
areas.

The Rise stand is our version 2.0 of a pole stand with additional features including extra wire through
cutouts, so you can choose where to pull the cables out from. The biggest upgrade is in the screen
functionality and adjust-ability. With the new Rise Pole stand you can tilt and flip the screen over and
swivel the pole to rotate the entire unit.

Setting up your Rise stand is quick and easy and with a choice of add-ons you can really stand tall!

Features

Product colour Black
Recommended usage Tablet
Type * Multimedia stand
Compatibility Apple iPad

Weight & dimensions

Height 200 mm

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 94031098
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